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The second, and still more serious, difficulty presented
by the Kant-Laplace hypothesis consists in the fact that 98
percent of the total rotational momentum of the solar sys-
tem is associated with the motion of the major planets, and
only 2 percent is accounted for by the rotation of the Sun
itself. It is impossible to see how such a high percentage
of rotational momentum could be concentrated in the
ejected rings, leaving practically nothing with the original
rotating body. It seems, therefore, necessary to assume (as
was first done by Chamberlin and Moulton) that the ro-
tational momentum was put into the system of planets
from the outside and to consider the -formation of the
planets as due to an encounter of our Sun with some other
stellar body of comparable size.
We must imagine that once upon a time, when our Sun
was a lonely body without its present family of planets,
it met another similar body travelling through space. For
the birth of planets no physical contact was necessary, since
the mutual forces of gravity even at comparatively great
distances can have caused on the bodies of both stars the
formation of huge elevations extending toward each other
(Figure 52). When these elevations, actually giant tidal
waves, surpassed certain limiting heights, they must have
broken up into several separate "drops" along the line
between the centres of the two stellar bodies. The motion
of the two parent stars relative to each other must have
given to these rudimentary gaseous planets a vigorous rota-
tion, and when the parents parted they were each enriched
by a system of rapidly rotating planets. The tidal waves
on the surface of the stars must also have forced them to
rotate slowly in the same direction as their planets, which
explains why the rotation axis of our Sun so closely coin-
cides with the axis of the planetary orbits.

